Dear Editor,

The outbreak of Ebola disease in West-African nations have come as a wake-up call for the international health agencies and the public health authorities of the affected nations as well (1). This outbreak has shown the world that even a disease which is almost forty years old, and which was detected on at-least twenty different occasions in different nations and was successfully contained every time, can still create havoc to such an extent that eventually it had to be declared an international public health emergency (2,3). It has been realized that the existence of an effective public healthcare delivery system is a must to successfully counter the disease outbreaks, and is extremely difficult to develop such systems after the crisis has occurred, and absence of the same can allow even a less infectious disease (viz. moderately long incubation period, individuals being non-infectious during the incubation period, absence of airborne transmission – all factors which do not favor rapid transmission) to grow at an exponential rate (4,5).

The 2014 outbreak of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) has exposed multiple weaknesses in the public healthcare delivery system (viz. delayed initial response, nil or minimal number of isolation wards, extremely poor doctor-population ratio, human resource shortage, logistics constraints – personal protective equipments, inability to involve members of the community, limited awareness campaigns for people, etc.) and shortcomings in the research arena (viz. non-availability of prophylactic or therapeutic options) (1,4,6–8). In addition, the outbreak has unmasked the ever-growing socio-economic disparities in the different sections of the world, where the higher sections of the society get the best care and poor people have to fight for their survival without any ray of hope (4,9). The recent updates suggest that after claiming the lives of thousands of people (including doctors, nursing staff, healthcare workers, etc.), two nations – Senegal and Nigeria have been declared as Ebola-free (5,10,11). However, it does not mean that the unaffected nations can relax under the misconception that the threat no more exists (1,12). The ground reality is that anytime and anywhere in the globe new chain of transmission can start, even if there is a single lapse in the detection of an infectious case, or isolation of a symptomatic contact, or a failure in infection control/interment of the deceased (1,5,6).

Realizing the aftermaths associated with the Ebola disease, the World Health Organization (WHO) has advocated the development of a systematic framework to successfully combat the appearance of even a single case, in nations, where no suspect/confirmed case of Ebola has been detected till date (13). This proposed framework should essentially be composed of strategies for the preparedness – creation of a Regional Ebola Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan (viz. provisions for mobilization of sufficient human resources to implement Ebola response measures; measures to ensure community participation; ascertaining laboratories for work related with diagnosis of Ebola; logistics support; infection prevention and control measures; travel and trade related recommendations; awareness campaigns for the community regarding different preventive measures; establishment of a data collection system; mechanism for surveillance and follow-up; establishment of Ebola treatment centers; and guidelines to ensure coordination and crisis management at different levels) (14,15). In addition, steps for an appropriate response (viz. alert management – by creation of an alert system in well-defined sites, creation of a rapid response team trained in case definitions, reporting, and infection prevention and control measures), and periodic monitoring and evaluation is also recommended (13–15). In case, any patient is diagnosed with EVD, details about the same are notified to the WHO within a period of six hours, and then response strategies are implemented, including daily medical follow-up of the patient's contacts for 21 days after exposure (1,3,6).

To conclude, in order to avoid any future major outbreak in the non-affected nations, the onus lie on the public health authorities and their ability to develop and implement a comprehensive preparedness plan in conformity with the recommendations proposed by the international agencies.
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